NOTE: GUARD RAILS AND POSTS ARE SOLD SEPARATELY!

STANDARD FEATURES
MODEL NUMBER IS GGR-LO-10/GGR-TP18
OVERALL WIDTH IS: 129 1/8"
OVERALL LENGTH IS: 9 7/8"
OVERALL HEIGHT IS: 18 7/8"
GUARDRAIL LENGTH IS: 113 7/8"
GUARDRAIL HEIGHT IS: 15"
DROP-IN STYLE PROVIDES EASY ACCESSIBILITY
GUARD RAIL INCLUDES (2) DROP IN BRACKETS & HARDWARE TO MOUNT RAIL TO POSTS
CONCRETE MOUNTING KIT AVAILABLE SEPARATELY
GALVANIZED FINISH

SPECIAL FEATURES
NONE
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DROP-IN STYLE PROVIDES EASY ACCESSIBILITY
GUARD RAIL INCLUDES (2) DROP IN BRACKETS & HARDWARE TO MOUNT RAIL TO POSTS
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GALVANIZED FINISH